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(cf. [Mc, LYYI, LYY2, LM, $S]$ ) $\mathbb{B}$ $E_{7}$
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2
$M$ , 196884 (cf. $[G$ , C])
Aut(B) $\simeq M$ (cf. $[G,$ $C$ , GMS, $Ti]$ ) M-
:
$\mathfrak{B}=\underline{1}+196883$ . (2.1)
$m$ $t\in M$ $2A$ [ATLAS]
$C_{M}(t)=2B$
$C_{M}(t)$ - (cf. $[C$ , MN]):
$\mathfrak{B}=\underline{1}+\underline{1}+\underline{4371}+96255+\underline{96256}$ . (2.2)
$\mathfrak{B}^{\text{ }(t)}$ 2 $e_{t}\in \mathfrak{B}^{C_{ht}(t)}$
$1_{\mathfrak{B}}$ $1_{\mathfrak{B}}=e_{t}+(1-e_{t})$ (
$\mathfrak{B}^{C_{M}(t)}=\mathbb{C}e_{t}\oplus \mathbb{C}(1_{\mathfrak{B}}-e_{t})\simeq \mathbb{C}\oplus \mathbb{C}$ [$C$ , MN] $e_{t}$
1:
$\mathfrak{B}$ $=$ $\underline{1}$ $+$ $\underline{1}+$ 4371 $+$ 96255 $+$ 96256
$ad(2e_{t})$ : $0$ 2 1/2 $0$ 1/16 (2.3)
$t$ : 1 1 1 1 $-1$
$e_{t}$ $2A$
$t\in M$ $M$ $2A$ $\mathfrak{B}$













$L(1/2,0)$ 2 $M$ $2A$
$1\mathfrak{B}^{C_{1\hslash}(t)}$
$e_{t}$ $1-e_{t}$ , $\mathfrak{B}^{C_{f8}(t)}$
(2.3)




$V$ $e$ $V$ $e$
$Vir(e)$ $L(1/2,0)$ $x$ (Ising vector)3
$L(1/2,0)$ - $L(1/2, h),$ $h\in\{0,1/2,1/16\}$ $L(1/20)$ -
(cf. [DMZ, $W]$ ) $V$ Vir(e)-
:
$V=V_{e}(0)\oplus V_{e}(1/2)\oplus V_{e}(1/16)$ (2.4)
$V_{e}(h)$ $L(1/2, h)$ Vir(e)- (2.4)
$V$
$\tau_{e}$




$\sigma_{e}$ $:=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 on V_{e}(0)-1 on V_{e}(1/2)\end{array}$ (26)
$V^{(\tau_{e}\rangle}$ (cf. [M1]) $e\in V$
$\tau_{e}\in Aut(V),$ $\sigma_{e}\in Aut(V^{(\tau_{c}\rangle})$
$e\in V^{\mathfrak{y}}$
$\tau_{e}\in Aut(V^{\natural})$ $M$ $2A$ (cf. [Ma, $M1]$ )
$2A$ $2A$
$=$ $M$ $2A$




$V$ $\mathbb{R}$ $V=\oplus_{n\geq 0}V_{n},$ $V_{0}=R1,$ $V_{1}=0$
$V$
$($ cf. $[Li])$ $V_{2}$ ( )




22. ([S]) $e,$ $f\in V$ $|\tau_{e}\tau_{f}|\leq 6$
$E_{8}$
3
$R$ ADE $\Phi(R)$ $R$ $\sqrt{2}R$ $R$ 2
$V_{\sqrt{2}R}$
$\sqrt{2}R$ (cf. [FLM])
[DLMN] Dong et al. $V_{\sqrt{2}R}$
$\tilde{\omega}_{R}=\frac{2}{h+2}\omega+\frac{1}{h+2}\sum_{\alpha\in\Phi(R)}e^{\sqrt{2}\alpha}\in V_{\sqrt{2}R}$ (3.1)
$\omega$ $V_{\sqrt{2}R}$
$h$ $R$ $V_{\sqrt{2}R}$ $\Phi(R)$















$e\in V^{\mathfrak{y}}$ $Vir(e)\subset V^{\mathfrak{y}}$
$Com_{V}\#(e)$ $:=ker_{V\#}e_{(0)}$ . (4.1)









5 6 (cf. [H\"ol, $Y]$ ) $w\natural$
h
4.1. $([H\ddot{o}2, Y])Aut(\mathfrak{B}^{\natural})\simeq \mathbb{B}$ .





V $e\in V^{\natural}$ $V^{\natural}$
$Vir(e)\otimes \mathfrak{B}^{\natural}\simeq V_{e}^{\natural}(0)\subset V^{\natural}$ $w\natural$ | $w\natural=\oplus_{n\geq}0\mathfrak{B}_{n}^{\natural}$ ,
$W_{0}^{\natural}=\mathbb{C}1,$ $tB_{1}^{\natural}=0$ 2 $W_{2}^{\natural}$ $V^{\natural}$
$V_{2}^{\natural}$ (2.3) dim $W_{2}^{\natural}=1+96255=96256$ $\mathbb{B}$
96256
$s\in \mathbb{B}$ $2A$ [ATLAS]
$C_{B}(s)\simeq 2^{2}E_{6}(2)$ : 2 $C_{B}(s)$- $tB_{2}^{\natural}$ :
$iB_{2}^{\natural}=\underline{1}+\underline{1}+\underline{1938}+48620+\underline{45969}$. (4.3)
$(W_{2}^{\natural})^{C_{f}(\epsilon)}$ 2
$f\in(lB_{2}^{\mathfrak{y}})^{C_{l}(\epsilon)}$ $(lB_{2}^{\natural})^{C_{f}(s)}=\mathbb{C}f\oplus \mathbb{C}(\omega-f)\simeq \mathbb{C}\oplus \mathbb{C}$
$f$ $E_{7}$
7/10
4.2. $(W_{2}^{\natural})^{\infty(s)}$ 7/10 114/5
$4Comv\#(e)$ $\omega$ $V^{\natural}$ $\omega-e$
5 H\"ohn $w\#$ the shorter moonshine module .
6 (cf. [DGH, LY, M2]) $V^{\natural}$
$w\natural$
97
(4.3) $\mathbb{B}$ $2A$ $s$ $(lB_{2}^{\natural})^{C_{B}(s)}$ 7/10











(tricritical Ising vector)8 .
$V$ $f$
$Vir(f)\simeq L(7/10,0)$ $L$ ($7/10$ ), $\in\{0,3/5,1/10,7/16,3/80,3/2\}$
$L(7/10,0)$- $V$ Vir(f)-
:
$V=$ $\oplus$ $V_{f}($ $)$ (4.4)
$h \in\{0,\frac{8}{5},h,\frac{7}{16},\phi,\S\}$
$V_{f}($ $)$ $L$ ($7/10$ , ) $Vir(f)$- (4.4)
$V$ \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$} :
$\tau_{f}$
$:=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 on Vf(0)\oplus Vf(3/2)\oplus Vf(\text{ })\oplus Vf (1/10)-1 on V_{f}(7/16)\oplus V_{f}(3/80)\end{array}$ (4.5)
$\tau_{f}\in Aut(V)$ (cf. [Ml]) $V^{(\tau_{j}\rangle}=V_{f}(0)\oplus V_{f}(a/2)\oplus$
$V_{f}(3/5)\oplus V_{f}(1/10)$ $\sigma_{f}$ :
$\sigma_{f}$




$\sigma_{f}\in Aut(V^{\langle\tau_{f}\rangle})$ (cf. [M1]) $f$
$\tau_{f}\in$ Aut(V) $\sigma_{f}\in Aut(V^{\langle\tau_{f}\rangle})$
$f$ $V$ $\tau_{f}=1$
‘ $V$ $\sigma$-
$s\in \mathbb{B}$ $2A$ $(W_{2}^{\natural})^{C_{R}(s)}$ $(W_{2}^{\mathfrak{y}})^{C_{f}(s)}$ ( 2
$f$ $\omega-f$ 42 $f$
7/10
$e$ $Vir(e)\otimes W^{\natural}\simeq V_{e}^{\mathfrak{y}}(0)\subset V^{\natural}$ $M\simeq Aut(V^{\natural})$
$C_{M}(\tau_{e})\simeq\langle\tau_{e}\rangle\cdot \mathbb{B}$ $\pi$ : $C_{M}(\tau_{e})arrow Aut(\mathfrak{B}^{\natural})\simeq \mathbb{B}$
$\langle s\rangle\subset \mathbb{B}$ $\pi^{-1}(\langle s\rangle)$ ker $\pi=\langle\tau_{e}\rangle$ 4
$2A$-pure 9 2.1
$e’\in V^{\natural}$ $[\tau_{e}, \tau_{e’}]=1,$ $\pi(\tau_{e’})=\tau_{e’}|_{\mathfrak{B}\#}=s$
$e$ $e’$
$($cf. $[M1])$ $(W_{2}^{\natural})^{C_{l}(s)}$ $e$
$e’$
$f$ $f$ $w\natural$ $\sigma$-
$s\in \mathbb{B}=Aut(TB^{\natural})$ $f$ $\sigma$-
2.1
4.3. $W^{i}$ $\sigma$- = $Aut(W^{\natural})\simeq \mathbb{B}$ $2A$ $\sigma$-
$f\mapsto\sigma_{f}$
$2A$ $s\in \mathbb{B}\simeq C_{M}(\tau_{\epsilon})/\langle\tau_{e}\rangle$
$e’\in V^{\natural}$ $\tau_{e’}\in C_{M}(\tau_{e})$ $\tau_{e’}|_{tB^{\mathfrak{h}}}=s$
$\mathbb{B}$ $2A$ $M$ $2A$ $\mathbb{B}$
$2A$ 6- $V^{\natural}$
$(cf. [LYY2])$
$\mathbb{B}$ {3, 4}- 22




McKay $\mathbb{B}$ $E_{7}$ [Mc]
(cf. [HL $Y]$ )





















$u\in M$ $3A$ [ATLAS] $N_{M}(u)=3.Fi_{24}$
[ $C$ , MN] $C_{M}(u)$-
:
$\mathfrak{B}=\underline{1}+\underline{1}+\underline{8671}+57477+\underline{1566}+129168$ (5.1)
$\mathfrak{B}^{C_{N}(u)}$ 2 $M$ $3A$
$V^{\mathfrak{y}}$ | $L(4/5,0)\oplus$
$L(4/5,3)$ (cf. [KMY, M3,
$SY])$





11 $Fi_{24}$ 3- $Fi_{24}’=$ [$Fi_{24}$ , Fi24]
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